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Participants will learn about utilizing a data collection tool that is tailored to a school based program. Participants will recognize how a similar program could be utilized in their setting. Participants will identify possible barriers in streamlining communication between agencies.
Goal Setting & Data Collection

- Setting Goals
  - PDSAs- Plan, Do, Study, Act
- Powerschool & Anasazi-
  (Electronic Medical Records)
PASS Program & Documents

PASS- Historical Perspective, CoILN Grant, Streamlining Services
PASS- Mission Statement & Criteria, Flow Chart, Referred Form
OSS & Options for students in crisis
Emotionally Disturbed & Severely Emotionally Disturbed
Tiered System of Support
Data Sharing
Communication
Communication has become more streamlined between the organizations. Streamlining Powerschool entries (district) & coding (CrossWinds). MOUs were developed as a result of the collaboration between the district and mental health center. PASS program developed.
Questions & Contact Info.

Vicki Schweinler - Vicki.Schweinler@usd253.net

Allison Harder - Allison.Harder@usd253.net

Angela Martinez - AMartinez@crosswindsks.org